
Players team up, both have a puck. On whistle one player (tractor) is
skating trying to avoid being caught by their partner (trailer). The
trailer is trying to touch their puck to the trucks skates to be considered
tagged.
Progression:

Can run drill without pucks, just trying to touch stick to partners

skates

For more advanced kids change the puck control instructions

(no stickhandling (always on forehand), one handed, skate

backwards (and try to touch trailers skate to tractors puck)

Key Points

Good puck control techniques, make it fun!

HCF 8U Week 10
Time: 5:30 pmDate: Nov 29 2022

Equipment- 6 nets, blue pucks, 4 tires, 12 cones, dividers

Free play 3 mins

Tractors & Trailers 5 mins



These are 3 introductory progression drills for coaches to work on
with new goalies.

Stance/butter�y: introduce proper body positioning. Have

player drop down, and get up focusing on teaching points. After

that have goalie stand upright and shoot pucks low on ice having

athlete direct pucks into the corner (minimize arm movement

when de�ecting pucks, slight wrist turn)

T-drill: using 2 c-cuts goalie comes out of the net for a shot, then

shuf�es to the left, right (can use cones) and back to center for a

second shot, then c-cuts backwards to net.

T-push from post: Goalie T-pushes from post to top of crease

area (beginners will struggle with distance) for a shot from

coach, alternate sides.

Key Points

Stance: Feet little more than shoulder width apart, skates

parallel to each other, chest up (see the logo), hands in front of

body, stick 8 inches in front of skates

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8Zvqib7Lyk)

Butter�y: Drive knees to the ice, hips forward/butt up, chest up,

shoulders level, squeeze pants/knees together, extend pads

(cover as much space as possible), stick blade down and hands

up!

C-cuts: forwards- weight on heel of inside edges, backwards-

weight on inside edge of toe, maintain stance while moving

Shuf�e: Weight on inside edges, to start transfer weight to drive

(push) leg, to stop place weight on lead leg, quiet upper body,

lead leg maintains stance, always ready

T-push: turn head, rotate hips, lead with stick/hands, lift drive

(push) leg slightly off ice after push, stop by using inside edge of

lead leg, set feet in stance square to shot

For more information on basic goaltending visit:
https://www.usahockeygoaltending.com/page/show/866192-
goaltender-basics
 

Goalie 101 0 mins



Pick a variation below. Players must tag with hands, adapt to available
space

Barrier tag- One player is it, the other is trying to catch the

player who is it around the barrier and tag. Continuous, on tag

roles switch. Progression- Change skating technique, ex.

backwards skating, always facing the same direction. Give both

players a ring/puck to work on puck control

Box tag- set up dividers as shown. Have 1 or 2 players it in the

middle of the box. Everyone else is trying to get both feet in the

box and outside without being tagged. Progression- must enter

and exit over different dividers.

10 second tag- 3-5 kids start in a con�ned area with a line of 3

starting in a line. Coach releases the �rst player from the line to

be "it." After 10 seconds another player is released and becomes

the new person "it" (the other now avoids getting tagged). If a

player gets tagged they leave the area and get in the back of the

line. 

Pass and Chase tag- Player skates with the puck and passes

to  who has to skate around the tires and attempts to evade 

who is chasing them after making the pass. Player  is trying

to get around to the line to make a pass to  who evades 

while skating with the puck trying to make the pass around to

the next player in line ( ). Everyone goes around the being the

chaser and the passer. Progression- increase distance of race

(full lap)

Snake tag- Players get into groups of 4-5. Players line up with

hands on hips, the �rst person in line   is the tagger. On the

whistle they are trying to tag the last person in line  . All other

players,  and  try to move as one, keeping hands on each

others hips to block tagger from reaching the back of the line.

Multiple groups if possible.

Hospital Tag- Coach sets up a "hospital" area with cones and

pick an ambulance ( ) and 2 taggers ( ). There are 3

progressive steps when players get tagged (remain skating); 1:

must place hand on opposite arm, 2: keeping hand on arm, must

place other hand on leg 3: sit down on ice. When player is on ice

the ambulance comes out, tagged player gets up and holds on to

other players stick so the ambulance can bring the injured

player to the hospital. Once they arrive at the hospital the player

is cured and can rejoin the game. 

Progressions
Can start with no sticks for less experienced players

Change up skating technique, ex. backwards skating, always

facing the same direction, both skates stay on the ice, etc.

Give both players a ring of a puck for work on puck control

while skating fast, include multiple taggers on certain drills, etc.

Key Points

Have fun, kids working on skating skills without knowing it!

Tag variations- 2 7 mins
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Pass and release shooting. Alternate passes from each side for shot on
goal. Each player can make 3 passes (6 total shots for shooter) before
rotating players. 
Progression:

If pass and release shooting is too complex, have players start

with stationary shooting against the boards (#3). 

Introduce movement for shooter (example #2). Drill still starts

with a pass and shot. After shot shooter must skate to net for

rebound and stop. Then skate out around tire and back in to

receive another pass and shot. Continue driving to the net for

rebound and around tire for multiple shots. 

To work on hand-eye coordination alternate passer standing

behind net looking to de�ect the puck and get a rebound

opportunity

Key Points

Communicate for passes, if player doesn't call don't pass!

For beginners, cushon pass, proper weight transfer and release

towards the net

As players become ef�cient, working on quick release, head up

when shooting

Coaches set up zone as shown and breaks players into two teams.
Coach dumps the puck in and players compete to score by hitting the
tires on opponents side of the ice with pass/shot.
Progressions

Add players to make game 2v2, 3v3, etc.

Have multiple groups going simultaneously

Change tires the players are able to score on

Players must skate puck to the tire for point

Change the setup for larger/smaller areas of the ice

Corner Tires | Small Area Game for Mites (icehockeysystems.com)
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/corner-tires-
small-area-game>

Key Points

Encrouage puck protection

Move to open space when you don't have puck to be an outlet

See website for multiple puck control drills to conduct: Such as- inside
edges, outside edges, tight turns, mohawks, pivots facing 1 direction,
inside out pivots.
Include puck once skills are done and add: fakes and pull (left and
right), forehand only (skating forwards/backwards), expansion (long
reach), between legs, scooting 360
https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/coaching-tips/36-unique-
hockey-skills-can-be-practiced-simple-setup
 

Quick Release Shooting 7 mins

Corner Tires 7 mins

Finnish Skill Series 7 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/corner-tires-small-area-game


Start with pucks above the faceoff circle, 2 players start in circle

Coach dumps puck in corner and designates one player to be

the retriever and the other to put on passive forecheck pressure

Puck retriever has to take proper lane to puck - stick fake, head

fake, and / or shoulder check going into the corner to retrieve

puck

Drill is designed to give players con�dence in retrieving pucks

and to learn the proper path to getting loose pucks when an

opponent is near by

Key Points

For younger players- Enforce good habits on puck retrierval.

Go at an angle, shoulder check and keep feet moving. Discuss

not putting yourself in a dangerous positioning (facing boards

2-4 feet away from boards)

Get to puck �rst - �rst in �rst out

Utilize fake to throw off forechecker

Can go either way, up boards or behind net

Draw a box on the ice as shown (use soft dividers if available). Play 2v2
in the box, one group on offense the other on defense. Coach feeds 5
pucks to the offensive team to score as many pucks as possible. Make
sure players attempt both offense and defense. 
Progression:

Coaches moves around to insert pucks from different angles. 

Key Points

DZ habits: Between net and man, head on swivel, communicate

OZ habits: Quick shots, crash net

Puck Retrievals 1v1 7 mins

Battle in the Box 7 mins

Team scrimmage- back to back nets 7 mins


